Architecture & Associés Contract Lounge Collection
Pierre Beucler and Jean-Christophe Poggioli
ARCHITECTURE AND ASSOCIÉS CONTRACT LOUNGE COLLECTION Scaled for the contemporary commercial space, the new lounge collection by Pierre Beucler and Jean-Christophe Poggioli of Paris-based Architecture & Associes offers a refined elegance while maintaining a casual and contemporary aesthetic. The composition is characterized by graceful transitions between the exterior surround and its upholstered core. Available with a low back, the collection is able to create a space within a space, perfect for collaborative work in a dynamic office. The tailored and firm cushions are comfortable while maintaining a clean aesthetic. The signature leg, finished in polished chrome or copper, elegantly delivers the lounge to the floor. Each detail from cushion construction to horizontal surfaces for electronic devices is thoughtfully executed for repose.

PIERRE BEUCLER AND JEAN-CHRISTOPHE POGGIOLI Beucler and Poggioli’s architectural design gracefully balances culture and commerce with clientele ranging from the Louvre and Cernuschi Museums in Paris to the world’s most prominent fashion houses, including Cacharel, Christian Dior, Comme des Garcons, Costume National, Lanvin, Liberty of London, and J.M. Weston. Pierre and Jean-Christophe cemented their partnership and cultural relevance in 1993 with their critically acclaimed work for the opening of the Louvre’s Greek, Etruscan, and Roman Antiquities Room.